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V

LECH KALINOWSKI

The 'Frieze' at Malmesbury

T
HE SOUTH ENTRANCE of the former abbey church at Malmesbury in 

Wiltshire opens into a spacious Romanesque porch, which was rib- 

vaulted at a later date (ill. 43).1 Its walls are decorated with three figurative 

tympana displayed in a way that recalls the reliefs in the south porch of the 

abbey church at Moissac. The arrangement brings to mind a kind of large 

half-open carved triptych, the wings of which when fully open would form 

a grandiose composition with a relatively small centre-piece and oversized 

flanking panels. One gets the impression that sculptures suitable for a church 

fagade have been transferred to the interior of the porch and adapted to its 

rectangular space, with the flanking sections dominating and, so to speak, 

squeezing the central panel. On the tympanum over the doorway the figure 

of Christ is enclosed in an almond-shaped mandorla supported by two sym

metrically disposed angels, whose poses follow the particular curve of the 

arch (ill. 44). The scene forms the centre of a rare iconographical arrange

ment, with twelve apostles, in groups of six, on the side walls of the porch 

(ills. 45, 46)3

In his pioneering study Later English Romanesque Sculpture 1140-1210, 

George Zarnecki pointed out that the flying angel above each group carries 

a scroll, which, when the whole was painted, undoubtedly had an inscrip

tion. He believed that the whole composition was meant to depict the glory 

of Christ and His disciples at the Last Judgement.3 But is this in fact a repre

sentation of the Last Judgement? Had the inscriptions been preserved, we 

should possess a clue to the subject matter. Since they have not survived, we 

can only rely on a thorough iconographical analysis.

Within the mandorla of the middle relief, Christ is seated on a rainbow 

holding a book in His left hand, with His right hand raised in blessing. 

Although He sometimes appears this way in Last Judgement scenes, nothing 

here alludes directly or indirectly to the eschatological theme. The graceful 

angels accompanying Christ in the mandorla happen to occur in the repre

sentation of Christ in Majesty, but this subject sensu stricto should also in

clude the symbols of the Evangelists, as on the Portail Royal at Chartres, on 

two fragments of a monumental relief (possibly a frieze?) at Lincoln, and on 

the tympanum of the west portal at Rochester (Kent).4 Their absence at Mal

mesbury is no doubt intentional. The expression of the bodies and gestures 

of the angels indicate rather the act of lifting up the Lord, corresponding to
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44. Malmesbury Abbey. South porch, tympanum, Christ in Mandorla

the theme of the Ascension. His rising into the air is emphasized by ornamen

tal framing in the form of a zigzag line with alternating dots, suggesting 

clouds. Beneath the figures, an inverted arcade frieze of stylized lily-shaped 

endings, by contrast, enhances the impression that Christ and the angels are 

rising.5 There is no figurative lintel.

The apostles, headed on the east wall by St Paul and on the west by St 

Peter — who are physically (here) and spiritually the closest to Christ — are 

shown in two groups of six, each above a wall arcade consisting of four 

arches (ills.45, 46),b and they form a kind of monumental frieze set against 

the background of tympanum-like lunettes framed by a plain band. Each 

group is seated in a row on a long bench, the figures close to one another, 

all of equal height. Surpassing in scale the relatively small figure of Christ 

and the attending angels, they seem to be looking down on the small inner 

tympanum 7 and witnessing the supernatural event, which was once ex

plained on the scroll of the angel hovering horizontally over each group. 

Both angels are skilfully adapted to the narrow segments beneath the arch 

of the pseudo-tympana and the rectangular block of the frieze-like seated
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45. (above) Malmesbury Abbey. South porch, east side, Six Apostles with St Paul

46. (below) Malmesbury Abbey. South porch, west side, Six Apostles with St Peter
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apostles. Their legs extended full length, partly covered by the heads of the 

apostles, their upward gaze and their arms stretched out in the direction of 

the doorway, as well as the frieze-like alignment of the seated figures — all 

this emphasizes the longitudinal disposition of the scene and contributes to 

the linking and thematic subordination of the apostles (in spite of their larger 

dimensions) to the Ascension tympanum.

On each wall, beside St Peter and St Paul, the apostles are arranged in 

pairs, as if in conversation, while one apostle between each pair bends his 

head as if in meditation.8 Zarnecki remarks on the deep emotional content 

of the figures, which is vividly expressed by the gestures of the apostles, 

Their heads ecstatically turned to each other...'9 Identifiable by his bold fore

head and long beard, St Paul leans back and reacts most vigorously to the 

sacred occurrence. Only St Peter, who symbolizes the Church, clutching an 

enormous key with his right hand and resting his left on a great book stand

ing vertically on his right knee, stares straight ahead. Without doubt a close 

narrative connection exists between the seated apostles remaining on Earth 

and the image of Christ ascending to Heaven.10 The apostles, six with a book 

in hand and one with an unfolded scroll, make a terrestrial complement to 

His divine glory, and represent the eternal Christian society founded by Him.

The choice of the Ascension for the decoration of the south porch at Mal

mesbury, with its frieze-like seated apostles, cannot have been fortuitous, 

and may have corresponded to the dedication of the church building of that 

time. The history and sequence of the churches at Malmesbury are not easy 

to unravel, especially since the source for this history, William of Malmes

bury, is so often ambiguous. But it is generally believed that St Aidhelm built 

three new churches, among them one in honour of our Saviour, St Peter and 

St Paul which, until Abbot Aelfric's time, was regarded as the chief church 

of the monastery. This was probably the church that had remained standing 

until the time of William of Malmesbury and which the latter praises for its 

workmanship.11 Abbot Aelfric, who 'caused the Blessed Virgin to be regarded 

as the patron of the monastery in place of SS Peter and Paul', built a new 

church for the monastery dedicated to the Virgin.12 As the Virgin is not in

cluded in the iconographical programme of the south porch reliefs, it seems 

plausible that these Romanesque sculptures were meant for the then still

existing church built by St Aldhelm in honour of St Peter and St Paul.

George Zarnecki draws attention to the unusual composition with seated 

apostles at Malmesbury. He points to the north tympanum of the Portail 

Royal at Chartres (z'ZZ.47) as a precedent for just such an arrangement.13 The 

Ascension portal at Chartres, like the two other portals of the west facade of 

the cathedral, was executed after Saint-Denis (1145-55), probably about 

1145.14 It is supposed that the Malmesbury reliefs originated 1160-65 as a 

culmination of the development of Romanesque sculpture in England.15
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47. Chartres Cathedral. West facade, north portal, Ascension
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In spite of the difference in style between Malmesbury and Chartres, both 

Ascensions display an evident similarity in the iconographical type. In Mal

mesbury, as in Chartres, there are three orders of figures: Christ supported 

by angels, flying angels addressing the apostles, and seated disciples of 

Christ addressed by these divine messengers. The main distinction in ar

rangement between Malmesbury and Chartres consists in the abandonment 

of the lintel (as a matter of fact two superimposed lintels) and the transfer

ring of the angels and the frieze of the apostles from the portal to the lunettes 

on the side walls of the porch. Instead of occupying a separate level (see 

ill. 48 for Chartres lintel), the angels have been placed in narrow segments 

beneath the upper curve of the pseudo-tympana, exactly over the heads of 

the apostles, in order not to remove the apostles too far from the ascending 

Christ. Consequently the number of angels descending towards the apostles 

has been reduced from four at Chartres to two angels at Malmesbury: one 

on each wall, rendered in strictly horizontal position. From the point of view 

of iconography, the dissimilarity of the two works lies primarily in the ab

sence of the dove of the Holy Ghost at Malmesbury. It appears over the head 

of Christ at Chartres (ill. 47), alluding (as rightly argued by Willibald Sauer- 

lander) to the Pentecost which, in keeping with the announcement made at 

that time by the angels to the apostles, followed soon after the Ascension.16 

Nevertheless, the Malmesbury reliefs and the Chartres portal represent the 

same scene. Both belong to the variant of the Ascension showing frieze-like

48. Chartres Cathedral. West facade, lintel on north portal
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seated apostles without Mary. In both, the future mission of the disciples of 

Christ is virtually anticipated as described in the Acts of the Apostles. The 

emphasis laid on the attendance of Saints Peter and Paul at Malmesbury may 

be due to their special importance in the doctrine of the Ascension as taught 

by the Church in the liturgy of the feast day.17

Fritz Saxl had already noted a similarity between the Malmesbury reliefs 

and the left portal of the west facade at Chartres, but he did not draw any 

unequivocal conclusion about the iconographical meaning of this resem

blance.18 However, as early as 1934, Sister Helena Gutberlet had hesitantly 

included the tympanum at Malmesbury (without mentioning the apostles), 

together with the tympana at Ely and Water Stratford (Buckinghamshire), in 

the series of so-called abbreviated Ascensions of the Burgundian type, repre

sented by the inner tympanum of the west portal at Charlieu.19 More recently 

Yves Christe has discussed the figures of the Malmesbury tympanum as an 

Ascension scene.20

In Romanesque Lincoln Zarnecki seems to accept the Malmesbury compo

sition as an Ascension;21 as for the style, he relates one of the seated figures 

in the Lincoln frieze, among the Elect in Heaven (ill. 49), not only to the 

apostles on the Dorchester font, but also to the apostles in the porch of 

Malmesbury, regarding the Lincoln frieze 'as one of the sources of the Mal

mesbury style'. Zarnecki stresses the Lincoln contribution because he be

lieves the sculptors moved from Old Sarum to Lincoln, and then back to the

49. Lincoln Cathedral. West front, detail of frieze, seated figure among The Elect in Heaven
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50. Chartres Cathedral. West facade, tympanum of central portal, Christ in Majesty

South-west to Malmesbury.22 He also identifies the influence of Lincoln on 

Malmesbury in the motif of the crossed legs of the seated apostles: 'On the 

Lincoln relief the legs of one partly hidden figure, and it is unclear whether 

it is seated or standing, are crossed in an X-shape, and the feet turned in

wards, another anatomically unlikely position. The almost acrobatic twist of 

the legs and feet is well known in medieval art and one of the most famous 

examples is found in the figure of Jeremiah on the trumeau of the portal of 

Moissac. The motif was much loved by Anglo-Saxon artists and was end

lessly used by the painters and draughtsmen of the so-called Winchester 

School. The "acrobatic" figure at Lincoln undoubtedly derived this feature 

from pre-Conquest sources and the same applies to one of the Malmesbury 

apostles, whose feet are twisted in an even more exaggerated manner.'23

Since the crossing of legs is by nature more normal with a seated than 

with a standing person, the poses of the Malmesbury apostles are surely not 

so exaggerated or acrobatic. Furthermore, the three apostles concerned all 

cross their legs in perfectly normal anatomical positions: the third from the 

south, in both St Paul's and St Peter's row, puts his right leg across his left,
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51. Chartres Cathedral. West facade, lintel from central portal, The Apostles

whereas the apostle beside St Peter, who holds a long unfolded scroll with 

both hands, has crossed his left leg over his right.

Further doubts as to the Lincoln and pre-Conquest influence on the pose 

of the Malmesbury apostles are prompted by the fact that seated apostles 

with crossed legs appear on two lintels of the west fagade at Chartres, where 

the motif is considered to originate from South-west France; one is that of 

the iconographically relevant Ascension portal.
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Saxl compared the use of linear folds on the figures of the apostles at 

Malmesbury with Continental models, using as examples the seated apostles 

of the central portal at Chartres,25 where four apostles cross their legs: the 

third and the tenth (counting from the left) put their left leg across their right, 

the fifth and the eighth their right leg across their left (ill. 51).26 However, the 

range of comparison between the Malmesbury and Chartres apostles need 

not be restricted to the central portal at Chartres. On the Ascension lintel 

(ill. 48), three apostles out of ten have legs crossed. Counting from the left, 

the fourth, the seventh and the ninth cross their left leg over their right.

Emile Male recognized something of the Christ at Cahors in the Christ of 

the Ascension at Chartres, and the apostles on the lintel seemed to him to 

be related to those seen at Carennac (Lot): they are seated, some having 

crossed legs 'a la maniere meridionals'27

Even if one of the Malmesbury apostles — the one whose feet twist in an 

exceptionally exaggerated manner — had derived this particular feature 

from pre-Conquest sources, the similarity between the frieze-like seated 

apostles at Malmesbury and the apostles on the Ascension lintel at Chartres 

cannot be easily dismissed, taking into account the general iconographical, 

thematic and compositional resemblance of both Ascension scenes. The 

frieze-like arrangement of the disputing, cross-legged, disciples of Christ at 

Chartres must have left a strong impression on the Master of the Malmesbury 

Ascension.

Thus, when the three-level formula of the Ascension with frieze-like 

seated apostles without Mary at Chartres was adapted at Malmesbury, the 

apostles with crossed legs on both the central as well as the left portal of the 

French cathedral might have been used as a model for the English realization 

of the motif. Notwithstanding the stylistic influence of the Lincoln frieze of 

the Elect in Heaven discovered and examined by George Zarnecki, the Mal

mesbury reliefs were made after the prevailing French fashion, since porches 

with sculptural decorations on the side walls were unknown in England but 

appear in such French churches as Moissac, Souillac, Conques and Ydes in 

South-western France.28 Moreover, as to the Lincoln frieze, it is worthwhile 

reminding ourselves of the unusual iconographical order and sequence of 

scenes, which develop from the middle of the fagade, first to the right, and 

then from the middle to the left, in a manner similar, though not identical, 

to the iconographical order and sequence of the thirty odd scenes on the 

capital frieze of the west fagade at Chartres. Here, the series starts on the left 

of the central door and moves to the left across the left door, ending at the 

north tower; it then begins again on the right of the central door and con

tinues across the right door, finishing at the south tower.29

If the iconographical type of the Ascension reliefs and the motif of the 

crossed ankles at Malmesbury seem to be linked to the left and central portals 
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of the west facade at Chartres, the strictly horizontal position of the flying 

angels above the apostles belongs to the common heritage of Continental art, 

usually in the context of supporting a roundel or wreath. The motif has its 

roots in Late Antique sculpture, both pagan and Christian. This is the attitude 

of the Genii and Victories on the front of Roman sarcophagi. Presenting the 

clipeated portrait of the dead, or the bust or a monogram of Christ, the 

angels, positioned symmetrically on either side, generally turn their heads 

backwards.30

At Malmesbury, both angels turn the lower and the middle part of their 

bodies to the onlooker, but keep their heads straight in the direction of their 

flight. The angel hovering over St Peter's row holds a banderole in extended 

arms, whereas the arms of the angel over St Paul's row are artificially 

crossed: the left is stretched out with a banderole, the right turned in the 

opposite direction.

Among the precedents in Romanesque sculpture for the Malmesbury fly

ing angels I would propose the marble altar at Saint-Sernin in Toulouse, 

signed Bernardus Gelduinus me fecit, 1096,31 and the marble impost of one of 

the capitals, c. 1100, in the abbey cloister of Moissac,32 where the angels 

placed horizontally carry a medallion with the image of Christ (in Toulouse 

flanked by two more angels on each side); and also the decoration of one of 

the voussoirs on the portal of Saint-Nicolas at Civray (Vienne), where angels 

support the crowned Virgin (?) in a pointed mandorla.33

Some ivories of the second half of the first millennium might have served 

as an intermediary between antique and Romanesque sculptures, for in

stance the angels on a diptych in five compartments with Justinian as Defen

der of the Faith, in Paris (second quarter of the sixth century);34 or another 

diptych from Echmiadzin in the Matenadaran at Yerevan, with Christ en

throned between the apostles on the left wing and the Virgin with Child 

seated between angels on the right (sixth century);35 or again on a Syrian 

plaque from a diptych with the Virgin and Child, in Berlin (sixth-eighth 

century).36 Later the Carolingian Renaissance contributed to the continuity 

of the antique tradition, as exemplified by the ivory book-cover of the Lorsch 

Gospels, c.810, in London.37 What can be seen here as an interesting phe

nomenon of iconographical transformation is that the Late Antique motif of 

horizontally flying angels supporting a medallion with the head or bust of 

Christ was understood as a representation of the Ascension.38

If a conclusion is to be drawn from this iconographical analysis, the Malmes

bury reliefs can under no circumstances represent the Last Judgement, but 

rather the Ascension with seated apostles, but without Mary, in the manner 

of a frieze. It is true that, compared to Chartres, the side-wall tympana 'be

came part of a bizarre scheme both artistically and iconographically', yet in 
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spite of that, 'they are part of an iconographically complex programme 

within a unified design'.39 As established by Yves Christe, the Ascension is 

one of the four didactic programmes generally used to decorate the main 

entrance of a Romanesque church, the others being the Transfiguration, the 

Last Judgement and Christ in Majesty.40 The unusual disposition of the par

ticipants in the scene at Malmesbury reveals a high degree of independence 

in assimilating and transforming the iconographical and stylistic models of 

French Romanesque sculpture.

The French iconographical sources for the Malmesbury Ascension become 

even more obvious when one is confronted with the small jewel-like Ascen

sion scene on the entrance arch to the Malmesbury porch, which carries a 

sculptured programme reflecting 'a more general influence from South-west 

France'.41 On its outer arch the disappearing figure of Christ is represented 

in a way first used by Anglo-Saxon artists and later incorporated into the 

iconography of English Romanesque art: by showing His feet and skirts.42 It 

was not often in the history of English medieval art that Insular and Con

tinental conventions for the depiction of the same theme were both employed 

at the same time, as parts of the decoration of one and the same work of 

architecture.

An additional conclusion may be drawn from a comprehensive compari

son of the Malmesbury reliefs with the left portal of the west fagade at Char

tres. The Chartres sculptures, although unique in their frieze-like disposition 

of the seated apostles without Mary, have always been interpreted as repre

senting the Ascension of Christ. However, Jan van den Meulen recently chal

lenged the traditional identification and suggested that the Chartres scene 

represented the Creation of the World.43 Willibald Sauerlander has convinc

ingly refuted this hypothesis in his booklet on the Portail Royal. The Ascen

sion at Malmesbury may be cited to reinforce the traditional identification. 

The close iconographical relationship between Malmesbury and Chartres 

implies the same subject matter in both cases; therefore the Malmesbury 

reliefs, if Jan van den Meulen were right, should visualize the Creation of 

the World, like those at Chartres. But as far as Malmesbury is concerned, this 

conclusion is unacceptable on iconographical evidence. The close relation

ship between Malmesbury and Chartres precludes the Genesis theme, and 

contributes to a correct recognition of the Ascension, with seated apostles 

but without Mary in both sets of sculpture. The manner in which these are 

placed, read as a unit, confirm their frieze-like function.
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V. Lech Kalinowski:

LA 'FRISE' A MALMESBURY

Le portail sud de 1'ancienne eglise abbatiale de Malmesbury est decore de 

trois tympans figuratifs qui representent, au-dessus de la porte, le Christ 

dans une mandorla en amande soutenue par deux anges et, sur les murs 

lateraux, les douze Apotres, en deux groupes de six, formant un sorte de 

frise monumentale. Dans les travaux actuels d'histoire de 1'art, ces reliefs 

sont interpretes comme representant le Christ en Majeste entoure des 

Apotres au jour du Jugement Dernier.

Neanmoins, 1'absence de symboles de 1'Evangile a cote de la figure du 

Christ, de meme que les expressions et les attitudes des Apotres, suggerent 

qu'il s'agit de la scene de 1'Ascension du Christ plutot que d'un theme 

eschatologique.

En tant que composition iconographique, les reliefs de Malmesbury 

(1160-65) en depit de 1'evidente difference de style, sont proches de la scene 

de 1'Ascension du tympan nord de la fagade ouest de la cathedrale de Char

tres (1145-55). De meme, la position croisee des jambes de certains Apotres 

est due, moins a 1'influence de 1'epoque de la pre-conquete, qu'a la mode 

frangaise exemplifiee a Chartres. La position strictement horizontale des 

anges volants au-dessus des Apotres appartient au vieil heritage de 1'art 

continental.
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La disposition inhabituelle des participants de la scene a Malmesbury, 

revele un haut degre d'independance dans 1'assimilation et la transforma

tion des modeles iconographiques et stylistiques de 1'art roman franqais. Les 

Apotres assis de 1'Ascension, sans Marie, a Chartres et a Malmesbury, rem- 

plissent une fonction similaire a celle d'une frise.
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